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We are ready! (photo by Zoi)



From Italy to Sweden 

We Italian students came to Sweden by plane. Flying by 
plane is bad for the environment, that's why we’re 
taking the train for going back to Bergamo. 

Alessandra (I) - Group H

While we were landing, I saw from the plane that the 
landscape was very different, because I could see a lot 
of trees, woods with a lot of shades of green, lakes and 
small villages with colored houses (for example red 
houses with  white roofs).

...

Gothenburg is … cleaner, calmer, there is less traffic 
and everyone helps you speak in English.

Gloria (I) - Group D



I started my trip to 
Gothenburg, Sweden, at 
5:32am by train. We had a 
long journey, it took about 
15 hours.

Upon arriving I was 
immediately impressed by 
the forests and I was 
wondering  why it was so 
green there. Trees, 
flowers and bushes almost 
everywhere. I think it’s 
because they have a lot of 
rain. 

I like that green nature.

Janae (D) - Group G 



The  4th of September: the first day
I was very excited about going to 
Gothenburg for this project, meeting 
my host family, seeing new places, 
trying new things and knowing 
everything about the other foreign 
students involved.
When I arrived at the airport and met 
my host family I was worried because 
it was the first time I was alone, 
without my family and it was also the 
first time that I had to speak another 
language. I was so concerned about it!
But when I arrived home I spoke 
English without any big problems and 
after dinner my host girl took me 
around the city.
That evening we walked a lot, we 
visited Hisingen of Gothenburg. The 
landscape was amazing, I was 
speechless!
After the mini tour of the town, Lolo 
and I went to pick up Vanessa, a 
German girl.
At home we spoke a lot to know each 
other.

Lei (I) - Group C



My first impression
of Sweden

Just landed, I immediately 
felt that the air was less 
polluted. Driving home from 
the airport, I saw that 
there were many bicycle 
paths and people on bike. In 
Bergamo people rarely go by 
bike and the bicycle paths 
are very few. Another thing 
I saw regarding public 
transport are the trams 
passing through the city. I 
think that here it is the 
most used means of public 
transport, while in Bergamo 
it is the bus - surrounded by 
hundreds of cars!

Daniela (I) - Group F



 Trip to Sweden

We started the trip with an 
emotive farewell, where 
everyone knew that a new 
adventure would begin. We 
arrived at Malaga airport, 
from where we flew to 
Gothenburg. Everybody was 
nervous because for some of 
us it was the first time they 
took a plane. Once in 
Gothenburg, we felt the cold 
but the sun was shining 
brightly. Everything was 
perfect.

Alba (E) - Group E



6th of September

First official day. Knowing each other better was 
one of the most important things and we did an 
activity they called “icebreaker”. 

At the beginning everyone was shy, everything 
around us was new, even one of the primary 
things, the language, but actually that was not the 
most important thing. The most important thing 
was the sense organs and thanks to them we all let 
ourselves go; we let shyness apart and started to 
laugh and have fun. 

After lunch, at Swedish time (obviously), we 
visited the city of Gothenburg, a city that 
surprised me in many ways, for its silence, in spite 
of all public transport circulating, and cleanliness 
among other things.

Conchi (E) - Group C

Above photo by Tanja S. (D) 



7th September 

Our first workshop 
in a Swedish 
school: we 
calculated our 
footprint and we 
talked about  the 
environment. We 
learned that in 
Sweden most 
people use public 
transport 
opportunities and 
that’s good for the 
environment.

Oliver (I) - Group B

Photo by Lina L. (I) and Peter B. (SW)



7th September 

Work work work... Today have me, teachers, 
we, computers, everyone has worked 
worked worked. Inside of four walls a lot of 
people have written, thought, talked and 
communicated with each other. Peoples 
from different countries doing this 
together. Amazing, right? Everyone has 
talked in front of the class, very 
courageously! We have learned more about 
the difference between Spain, Italy, 
Germany and Sweden. And it's a big 
difference actually, even if we all are in 
Europe. Maybe a little strange? After this 
day everyone was tired but happy anyway. A 
lot of learning, creatively. Language and 
feelings inside a room. Exciting. 
Love from me.

Felicia (S) - Group FPhoto by Peter Blomqvist (SW)



8th September
Äskhult

Today we went to Äskhult by  bus and we got guided through the small village. We learned what the people’s houses back in 
the 1700's-1900’s looked like and how they lived. For example they didn’t have cars, buses, trams, trains nor bikes (until 
the 1800’s). That made me think of how small the pollution was back then, if there was any. If the people back then needed 
to get to another city, like Gothenburg, either they had to take the horse and carriage or walk. The walk was about two 
days long, one way. 
We have so much traffic nowadays. It’s necessary for all of us to get to work and to school. Before, most people worked 
where they lived to survive and they didn’t go to school. The most regular thing to do if you want to improve the 
environment would be to live closer to school and work, so you’ll have the opportunity to walk, but it’s not that easy to move 
between houses or change your job. But if you want to make a smaller change, you can always move by bus, tram, train or 
bike (because in Sweden, it’s possible for almost everyone).

Mikaela (S) - Group E



Photo by Lolo Fathalla (SW) - Group A

The past.
No trash, no 
pollution, no cars, 
no plastic…
No millions of dying 
animals.
Just walking with 
your own feet.
Farmers had to 
work with their own 
power.
I remember that 
today, 
when we did our 
trip to Askhult,
An old Swedish 
village from the 
16th century.
Maybe the past 
is a solution
for the future.

Pia (S) - Group B

September 8th: Äskhult



8 September
 

Visit to Askhult Village and 
Varberg town

Afterwards we had a short 
walk to the bonfire place 
where we had lunch with 
sausages on a stick to make 
hot dogs. 

Alessandra (I) - group H

Photo by Lina L. (I)



8th September: Varberg
Photo by Angel (E)

In the afternoon we went to Varberg.
It’s a little town on the Swedish West 
Coast, everyone likes the sea and we were 
very happy to be there with our new 
friends.

Alessia (I) - Group G

Varberg Castle, impressing and wonderful 
spot at the seaside.
Fresh sea air. Cold plunge in the water; lots 
of algae.
I indulged in an ice cream that was wrapped 
twice. I started to think and compared it to 
the packages three hundred years ago. 
The people who lived in the village only used 
packages which could be used more than 
once and used only necessary packages. Did 
they use any at all?

Nina (D) - Group G



I got down the coach and I felt the wind in my hair.  It was a cold fresh wind. Then I saw the sea but there was a big 
difference between the Italian sea and the Swedish one: it was deep blue and I could also smell the sea. The sun was 
shining and it was the perfect day to go to Valberg.

                                                                   Francesca (I) + photo - Group E 
I tasted the water with my toe and it was very nice blue, limpid and warm. 

Alessandra (I) - Group H

Swam.
Lolo Fathalla (S) - Group A

Varberg, 8 September



9th of September

Today we had a visitor in our school, she was from Fair Traveling (Schyst resande). She held a lecture about the 
different institutions that their company worked with, how to travel fair for both nature and the people living in a 
tourist place and how to bevare old sights without getting them destroyed. We learned much about how tourism has 
changed in the past few years and how tourism could change different places, both in a good and a bad way. We watched 
movies that showed how a place can be changed when the tourism comes to be popular there.

Anton (D) - Group S

(Editor’s note: the picture shows our Erasmus group in Cordoba in February 2016)

 



10th September: Styrsö Island

This day was fantastic! We took a 
ferry to go to Styrso Island, a small 
island situated in front of Göteborg, 
in the Kattegat. People living here use 
electric cars to protect the 
environment and they are also used 
to taking a ferry as a means of public 
transport. I think it’s a good idea, 
because while being carried from 
place to place, you can admire the 
fantastic landscape. When we arrived 
at the island, we walked a lot, we 
passed through a forest, where we 
picked up and ate blackberries and 
raspberries, and arrived at the 
highest point of the island: the view 
was amazing, so we took some photos! 

Lei (I) - Group C Left picture by Daniela (I) - Group F



10th September

The boat day was here. We 
went out to the Island Styrsö 
for some hours. We had luck 
with the nice weather and we 
had much fun. We got 
reminded of the Swedish 
game called Brännboll, which I 
hadn't played since middle 
school. My team didn't won 
but we weren't sad about 
that, because everyone had 
fun. Everything isn't about 
winning, right? Also went 
astray and got to discover 
new ways around the forest.

Pia (S) - Group B



Styrsö,10th September 

Styrsö!

A beautiful island! 

Beautiful streets and a typical 
Swedish forest!

NO cars!

NO trash! A clean atmosphere 
We got to know each other better! 
We had an amazing time! 

Zoi (S) - Group H 
Left photo by
Maria R.R. (E) 



One day in Styrsö 

It looked like a paradise: 
the forest, the sea, the 
quietness around us. There 
aren’t any noises, only a 
relaxing silence. What 
makes the island so 
important? People. 
Because people there try 
to take care of the 
environment; they all move 
around using sustainable 
means of transport, like 
bikes and public golf carts. 
This thing impressed me 
because I think that they 
want to save the island and 
keep it the same for the 
next generations.                            

Paola (I) - Group A



10th of September

On the evening we went on a bigger boat with our family and friends. We had a really cosily evening with good food and 
much wind in our hair. To be on a boat all day did some of us seasickness, but we had a beautiful view to look at so you had 
no time to think about that.

Pia (S) - Group B

Finally, in the evening, we went on a boat trip for dinner.
We ate salmon with salad and it was very good; I really enjoyed this part of the day because we spent a lot of time there 
and we could see the city from a different point of view (I mean from the sea) and I found that fantastic especially by 
night.

Gloria (I) - Group D - including picture below



Free day in Sweden: 11th September
Last day in Sweden… Spanish people were 

walking and walking... until we finally found a place to 

eat, an Italian restaurant called “Va piano”. There was 

a saying on a wall: “Chi va piano va sano e va lontano”, 

which means ‘slowly but surely’. Actually, we found out 

that the proverb was true because they cooked our 

food slowly but it was really really tasty. 

After lunch we went to a famous Swedish shop 

“4-Got”. It is known for all the sweets and candies 

they have. (...) We wanted to buy some souvenirs so 

that our families could have something from Sweden. 

Truly, I was very impressed when I saw all those 

kinds of sweets and of course when I saw their 

legendary lakrits, especially salt lakrits. 
Elena (E) - Group D

Free day without any international students.Only with my same-language-speaking mates. Easy.International Volleyball with the other nations.Having dinner with my group in an Indian restaurant;hot stuff …. tears ….. Mango Lassi J* 
Johannes (D) - Group E(*) Indian drink, a kind of mango milkshake.

After a long week we had a free day. The Spanish with the 

Italian boy Oliver, who we consider almost Spanish, we went to 

eat  at an Italian restaurant… (It) was like going back for a few 

hours to Seville, where you stay with your family and you miss a 

few laughs. 
Conchi (E) - Group C



 My Swedish Family

My family in Sweden was absolutely 
fantastic. They treated us (Daniela and 
me) like daughters and cooked us 
delicious dishes. We never got bored  
with them. We played typical Swedish 
games, we went shopping, had fun in an 
amusement park… We really had a good 
time together. When I said goodbye to 
them, my eyes were full of tears. It 
rarely happens to meet special persons 
like them.  I’m very happy that I have 
had this opportunity. I hope that we 
will see again.

Alessandra (I) - Group  H



September 12th

The day had come and it was 
now time to take the train 
to Europe! The trip started 
at 5.55 from Gothenburg 
central station. (...) Then, 
after 18 hours of travelling 
we finally arrived at 
Amberg. 

I think the trip was very 
long but I got to see some 
really nice things that I 
wouldn't have seen if I had 
taken an airplane. I got to 
see Copenhagen, Hamburg, 
Nürnberg and Amberg in 
ONE day, and without any 
“gate-problems”. I promise 
you that it’s worth the long 
(and sometimes) boring time 
on the train. 

Frida (S) - Group C



Monday, September 12th

By airplane it would probably have taken only about three 
hours, but the train is supposedly much better for the environment 
and we wanted to spare the environment as much as possible.

Many people would have taken the airplane instead, because it’s 
a lot faster and more comfortable. Usually I would as well. 

Josh (D) - Group A

The long train ride got me thinking about how much pollution we 
were saving by not traveling by plane. Normally you release about 80% 
less CO2 when you go by train than you do by airplane, depending on 
the energy source of the railway. 

That way we give the earth a chance to recover from all the 
pollution that we release. It's just frustrating that some people 
don't understand their responsibility, and put it in other people's 
hands. 
I think the pollution will decrease eventually; if it keeps getting 
worse now we will have to make huge changes about the ways we live.  

              Mikaela (S) - Group E



September 12th: a little party on the train!During the first journeys we all were 
so tired that time didn’t pass; everything 
was boring and monotonous. But on the last 
train, the longest journey, we decided to 
make the atmosphere a little bit funnier, 
so we put the music on the loudspeakers 
and we all started to sing and dance in our 
wagon, a little party in “Erasmus’ style”!
We spent a fantastic time and although not 
everybody was good at singing or dancing, 
no one cared.

Finally, about midnight we arrived at 
Amberg! A new experience would soon 
start!

Gloria (I)- Group D

...We arrived in Germany at around Midnight and after that I went straight to bed. It was so good to just sleep that night, on a soft bed with a soft good pillow and a warm sheet to have on you after a long long day on a train.
                                                                  Anton Dahlén (S)- Group D

You couldn’t believe the feeling we 

felt when we arrived at Amberg. All the 

German families stayed there waiting for 

us. Everyone was very happy to meet their 

host. After that everybody went home.

Angel C. (E) - Group B



13 September - Monte Kaolino

The week in Germany began in a 
great way. We went to Monte 
Kaolino in Hirschau; we could 
choose if we wanted to take the 
coaster, play in a swimming pool or 
go to the climbing park. I thought 
the climbing park was the best 
choice. It was pretty fun because I 
loved the nature around me and 
also enjoyed climbing to the top of 
the trees. I laughed a lot with my 
friends. They are fantastic! 

Oliver (I) - Group B

The green of the trees was lost on 
the horizon. I knew I had chosen 
the best option when I saw the 
view. 

Conchi (E) - Group C



13 September, Monte Kaolino  

From cold to warm, from confident to super scared. My 
thoughts did go from: ”this is not so hard” to the opposite. It 
was too high for my brain to understand that it actually was 
safe. I could see the trees going forth and back  and I could 
really feel that the nature was alive. 

I saw that we don’t need to build buildings to have fun, 
instead we can use nature.                                                                                

Josefin (S) - Group G

A lot of feelings in a same day. Tired, scared and happy. 
The day before was a long travelling day. It was hot and a lot 
of people yawned. But it was a good day to defy our fears. 
Because the first day in Germany  we went to a park called 
Monte Kaolino. In this park you can  climb on the trees, 12 
meters up from the ground. I’m scared of heights and it was 
my first time. But the feeling after you  have done something 
you are scared of, is the best feeling. Right? You have to be 
scared sometimes, then you feel alive. You are a human not a 
hero, but sometimes you have to feel like a hero That’s the 
goal of life, isn’t it? 

Felicia (S) - Group F

  



13 of September 

The day ended with a 
spectacular barbecue at a 
German girl’s house.We ate 
typical sausages. I can just say 
“delicious food”.                                                                                        
The word thanks                                                                                                     
is too small for how                                                                                                        
they treated                                                                                               
us.

Conchi (E) - Group C



   14th of September - Visiting Amberg

I walked to the center of the town. When I got there, I 
had a very good impression of the houses and buildings, 
so modern. But the best thing was visiting the town with 
the explanations by the German friends. It was a good 
day and we had a great time.
Although Amberg is a small town, it offers many 
relaxing and beautiful sites. Moreover, there are 
bridges over the rivers that remind me a lot of Venice.
It was a wonderful feeling.

Maria Rosales (E) - Group G



Wednesday 14 : Guided tour in Amberg

Time was flying and we realised that another day was 
in front of us. Later, when we saw the sky we deduced 
that everything was prepared to enjoy our guided visit 
in Amberg. While we were walking, a lot of  things  
impressed us, for instance, here, in Germany the 
fences are smaller than in other countries, it means 
that here are not as many burglaries as we usually 
have. Personally, I liked the Eh’-Häusl, the smallest 
hotel in the world, especially the story which was 
sculpted on the door.

In conclusion, we added our project another special day 
when we continued making friends and knowing more 
about Germany. 

Alejandro (E) - Group H



14th of September: City Tour in Amberg

Small but lovely Amberg. 

Each German student got a mixed group 
with every nation in it. We wanted to show 
them how beautiful a small town can be, and 
we did it. They were guided through places 
like our market place, the so called 
“Stadtbrille”. We finished the day with a 
dinner and new impressions.

Marija (D) - Group A



15th of September

 After presenting our videos about sustainable tourism 

we had a day off. The weather was nice and it was 

really hot outside. As I step out of the school building 

I felt the bright sun on my face and my mood instantly 

lightened up. My stomach started growling and so did 

everyone else's. We took the bus and drove into the 

city to eat lunch there. "Schloderer", a popular 

restaurant in the city center, was our first choice. As 

we were waiting for our meal to arrive the divine smell 

of beer and food hit us.

 Nathalie (D)  - Group G

  

 

In the morning, we had the last German workshop: 
divided in groups, we created some video spots 
and later we presented them. It was so 
interesting to see that every group had different 
ideas for protecting the environment.

Paola (I) - Group A

 After having lunch at the Schloderer Braeu in the 
downtown we - Verena, Alessia, Francesca, Nathalie, 
Lei, Alessandra and I - went to the Malteserplatz, 
where we played crazy golf. The place was very 
beautiful and it was right behind the city wall.

 

 Anna (D) - Group C



15th September

After school we went to the 
centre and we took food and we 
ate it in a little square, the 
atmosphere was so good: we 
were a big group of guys and we 
all were happy and we were 
having fun!

Gloria (I) - Group D

After this, I went with the 
other girls to a mini-golf place 
and it was very funny because I 
hadn’t played it before. We 
laughed so much because I was 
not so good. I think mini golf is 
nothing for me, but I like it. 

Daniela (I) - Group F



      15th September

Then we decided to watch the beautiful 
view over the city at night. We went up 
to “Maria Hilfberg” in Amberg. It’s a 
little mountain with a wonderful church 
on it. The day was really awesome and I 
think it made the friendship to our 
exchange-students even better. 

Verena (D) - Group C

Then we went to a park outside the city. 
It was very quiet and clean: we could 
breathe the fresh air that there isn’t in 
the center of the town. We saw the full 
moon in a beautiful evening - it looked 
like a picture. 

Paola (I) - Group A



   16 September

Trip to the Bavarian forest, green lung
Interesting things from a guide
Very high trees
Nature all around us 
Wonderful Sight 
Everyone liked it 

Aileen (D) - Group D

Hello! ´Today we went to visit the Bavarian forest. 
There you can walk through the wilderness on a 
wooden footbridge 1,5 km long. In this park there 
are many animals and it is impressive because you 
can see the animals so close. After that, we went to 
visit the Walhalla Temple, a majestic place high 
above the Danube. It was a beautiful day because 
we felt like true nature lovers! 

 Francesca (I) - Group E



Bavarian Forest 

We went to visit the Bavarian 
Forest.
It was like to be in the jungle 
because there were a lot big 
trees and the only colours 
were green, brown and grey.
We saw different kinds of 
plants and many animals in 
their natural habitat and I 
think that this was my 
favourite thing of the day.
I really liked seeing animals 
in liberty. 

Alessia (I) - Group G
Photos by 
Peter B. (S)



September 16th 

Today was a long, long day with lots of 
impressions from the nature. We started 
the day at the Bavarian forest and  we were 
divided into different groups. Together with 
a guide, we walked through the park and got 
information about different trees and 
insects. You really felt the smell that the 
nature was secreting. I also got to 
experience a big egg construction that was 
built with wood. It was really cool and the 
view at the top was amazing! At that moment 
I realised how important it is that we take 
care of the nature! Because without all the 
trees and things that comes with the nature, 
the world wouldn’t work… It’s time that we 
start prioritizing the right things. And with 
right things I mean things that will be 
important in the future. Before going back 
to the bus, we took a walk and watched the 
animals. It was really cool to see the wolves 
in so up close! It’s a thing I will remember 
forever. 
                                        Frida (S) - Group C

When we finished this visit we went to a 
neoclassical temple on the top of a hill. In front of  
this temple I felt minuscule.  Finally we visited 
Regensburg , it is a small old town. There we had 
dinner and then we came back home. 

Cristina (E) - Group A



Regensburg, 
16th September 

Regensburg! Such a 
beautiful city. The streets 
and the buildings are so 
cozy and pretty, I could 
walk for hours. Alongside 
the beautiful river you can 
stand and enjoy this 
beautiful view. People 
everywhere, sitting in the 
restaurants or just 
walking around. I got a 
feeling of euphoria just 
walking around. I could live 
here!

Zoi (S) - Group H



17th of September: Shopping Trip to Nürnberg
Dark sky, pouring rain, 
umbrellas everywhere - 
perfect day for 
shopping? I don't think 
so. Even though the 
weather wasn't very 
pleasant that day we still 
wanted to see Nürnberg 
and go shopping. The 
enjoyable smell of rain 
and fresh air were 
everywhere. I took a 
deep breath and heard 
the train arriving. After 
getting off the train we 
walked through some 
shops and  had lunch at 
"Vapiano", an Italian 
restaurant. The pasta 
was delicious!

Nathalie (D) - Group G Photo by Gloria (I) - Group D

https://www.nuernberg.de/internet/stadtportal_e/


We felt so strong emotions 
because we were sad to leave 
Germany but we were very happy to 
visit another country and meet 
other people, a new culture.

At  night  all Erasmus 
students and teachers had  dinner, a 
great time! We laughed a lot, 
although sometimes communication 
was very hard: about fifty people, 
four countries, so much noise but we 
always felt good together. The end 
of the night became one of the 
worst moments, the farewell, 
however everyone thought  we would 
meet in the future.

                     Angel C (E) - Group B

Last day in Amberg today. The feelings are mixed, I’m gonna miss 
Germany but I can’t wait to travel to Italy tomorrow. 
We spent our last evening in Amberg all together in a restaurant. We 
had fun, laughed and ate traditional German food!
 Bye bye Germany!

                           Zoi (S) - Group H

17 of September: 
Last day in Germany



18th September 

                                                                                                                                               
13 hours by train to Italy.                                                                                            
13 hours of trying to save our environment 
by not taking the plane. Hours of laughing 
with friends, get to know the new ones.                              
Drove through Austria and saw some 
beautiful cities. Taking a lot of pictures of 
the Alps, trying to get the best. Some 
hours of sleeping, to survive the rest.                                                                       
13 hours of having fun.                                                                                                  
All together.      

Pia (S) - Group B



  18th of September: On the train!

Let’s start once again! This time with 
destination Italy! I woke up very early and 
while going to the station, I didn’t know 
how I felt: I didn’t know if I was happy to 
return to Italy and see all my family and 
friends or I was sad to leave this “trip” 
begun two weeks ago. Really, I didn’t 
know. On the train time passed by very 
quickly. When we arrived at Bergamo 
station, I saw in the eyes of the German 
and Swedish girls the emotion of seeing 
their “new family”, the same feeling I felt 
when I arrived at Gothenburg and 
Amberg. 

                                    Lei (I) - Group C



18th September: 
train trip Amberg-BergamoOnce again. PACK! Tickets 

and passes.
Another day, another 
adventure.  Another day 
full of excitement. I love 
this feeling, the 
excitement to see new 
things, meet new people 
and different cultures. 
Italy is a beautiful country 
and we have finally arrived 
at the station, after the 
long trip from Amberg. 
The feelings are 
mixed...tiredness, 
happiness, stress... BUT 
mostly excitement about 
this new experience in 
Italy.

Zoi (S) - Group H

Photo by Peter B (S)



My first impression of Italy 

When I arrived in Italy, it was 
something unique. All the people 
received us with a big smile. I felt 
as if I were at home.. The family 
that hosted me appeared very nice. 

The next day, I visited Bergamo 
(Upper Town), which inspired me to 
feel as if I were on a medieval site. 
It was a long day with amazing 
views and wonderful landscapes... I 
had never seen such a beautiful 
view from the top of a hill. I had a 
great time, full of surprises for 
me.

Maria (E) - Group G



 19th September

Discover, discover, discover… After two weeks getting to know new 
people, customs, visiting buildings, enjoying the landscapes..., we 
have continued to realise that in spite of being in Europe we have a 
lot of differences among us. It’s awesome, isn’t it? 

As soon as we arrived in front of the school in the morning I was 
completely astonished. Can you imagine receiving classes inside such 
a monumental building? 

Alejandro (E) - Group H

The first day in Bergamo! I started the day by going to the school 
by bus. So many people on the buses here! We decided to wait for 
another bus. In Amberg the buses arrive and leave only every 30 
minutes. Here in Bergamo, they arrive every 2 minutes! There is 
much more traffic than in Amberg.

Verena (D) - Group C

Photo by Barbara D (I)



19 of September: 
visiting Bergamo 

Upper Town

I live here so I knew what we would see there, but our mates didn’t know it; so, when we arrived at the Rocca, everyone 
was positively surprised, they really enjoyed the view: the Lower Town with a lot of green spaces. All our mates liked 
Bergamo and we (the Italians) were very happy for that!
It was quite hot and sunny with a blue sky. With this fantastic weather, Bergamo looked even more beautiful and unique.

Gloria (I) - Group D

Wonderful view with the mountains around it. It was perfect weather and we could walk around the city walls. The real 
Italian flair! 

Verena (D) - Group C



19th of September, in Bergamo

The historical buildings in the Upper Town were all very old but in very good 
conditions. The Italian students told us facts about each sight.

Bergamo is bigger and much more beautiful than I thought.  It has a great 
skyline and an impressive landscape right behind it. … I really enjoyed it

Hannah (D) - Group B

Italy… Wow, amazing! Finally…. Now we are here in Bergamo, isn’t it cool? 

Today we went around in Bergamo. We walked, walked and walked. A lot of old 
things, stones on the ground and the sun in the heaven. Good combination in one 
place. A peaceful place with different peoples and houses in same colours but in 
different heights. This combination is wonderful. A town with so much energy. 
Italy is a combination with everything. Like salt and pepper on the same food. 

Felicia (S) - Group F

… Walking through the Upper Bergamo … was like a trip into the past.

Alejandro (E) - Group H



19th September
The Upper Town 

Taking the funicular was a normal thing for the 
Italian students, but our foreign guests had 
never taken this means of transport and they 
were very excited! 

       Paola (I) - Group A

And we are finally in Bergamo! The upper town 
of Bergamo. WOW! I have never seen anything 
so beautiful in my whole life. The streets. So 
graphic. The church. So beautiful… 

Zoi (S) - Group H 



20 September 
Val d’Inferno was our 
destinatination for this day. We 
started hiking up the hill and 
walked almost two hours until we 
reached our stop, where we had a 
break and were able to relax. I 
really felt comfortable hiking, 
because it is a comfortable 
rotation compared to all the 
workshops we had had yet. I 
really liked the views and the 
nature. Especially, because we 
were able to spend some time 
together with the group.

Paul (D) - Group H

It was all about not to stop. You 
must trust yourself.
Breathe, drink water and keep 
going. 

Elena (E) - Group D Photo by Peter B (S)



On the Top

When we reached the 

aim we felt like real champions 

who needed a rest.

Marija (D) - Group A

In a few words: INCREDIBLE!
I’ve never seen a landscape so 

beautiful where nature is presented in 
its purest form. 

… We were in absolute calmness, 
without mobiles, no noise… We played 
traditional games and it was a really 
different experience in the Hell’s 
Valley.

Alejandro (E) - Group H
Photo by Barbara (I)



Ornica - 20th September 

Today I was climbing up on the mountains of 
the Alps. I thought this would be tough. And 
yes, I was right. The climbing was a pain in the 
ass. I was sweating and my legs were about to 
give up sometimes. I couldn’t focus on the 
view. All I could focus on was to walk and that 
I couldn't be the last person up there. I didn’t 
give up and finally I was there, high up in the 
mountains.

The sweat was pouring down on my forehead 
but I didn’t notice. All because of the 
spectacular and beautiful view. I was stunned. 

Josefin (S) Group G   



20 September

Ornica - Mountains
Hiking
Climbing steep slopes
Breathing clean air
Feeling the lungs burn
Giving up - what a ….!
Being on top
Beautiful view
Having done it
Proud of oneself
Enjoying the nature
Enjoying the view
Satisfied and happy

                                                                                                                              
Tanja (D) - Group T



21 September

Workshop and Accademia Carrara

Today morning we went to school at 8 o’clock, 
we wrote our diary and we started to learn the 
song “Bicycle Race” by Queen.

Then we went to the “Accademia Carrara”. 
While we were waiting to enter, a 
photographer approached us, he wanted to 
take a picture for the newspaper; we gladly 
accepted. Inside the Academy some Italian 
guys told us about the most important 
paintings. 

Cristina (E) - Group A



22th September

Who said Milan? 
We said Milan.

     Today at 8 o’clock in the morning 
we went to Milan by local train and 
the trip took about 1 hour. The Italian 
students gave us a guided tour in the 
city. The first stop was a castle 
named Castello Sforzesco. It was a 
very nice castle. After we went to a 
church, and there in the refectory we 
saw the famous painting The Last 
Supper by Leonardo da Vinci.
     When it was time for lunch break 
we decided to walk around and shop. 
But it was so difficult  to find stores 
because Milan was really big…
     Then came the famous cathedral, 
the Duomo di Milano. It was so 
beautiful, inside and outside! After a 
tour in we wanted to go up on the 
roof. Of course we were forced to 
take the stairs. We climbed and 
climbed, and climbed. Finally we are on 
the top now. “Wow” was my only word 
at such a beautiful view. 
     Unfortunately the smog ruined the 
view a little bit.

Lolo (S) - Group A



September 22th - Milan!

A special place I really loved was the 
Duomo, Milan huge cathedral. First we 
visited it inside and later went up on the 
roof and looked at the amazing view. You 
could really feel, see and smell the city 
from the top. I reacted really hard at all 
the traffic and how bad it affects the 
environment... A lot of smog was in the 
air and the whole city was very stressed. 
But I also saw a big opportunity for 
improvement and I think it’s important 
that big cities in the world take their 
responsibilities. Big cities have the 
biggest problems but, at the same time, 
the biggest opportunities! 

                                                                                                 
Frida (S) - Group C



22nd
September 

… It was nice just sitting 
there in the sun with your 
friends drinking a cold Coca 
Cola in the sun. When we 
finished our drinks we went 
to see if there were any 
shops we liked but we did 
just find some expensive 
brand stores and other 
stuff, but it was nothing I 
wanted. So we skipped the 
shopping and went around 
to look at the town and it 
was very beautiful. 
Especially the Duomo was 
magnificent, so big. We 
went looking around it and 
then we went inside it. It 
was more beautiful inside 
then outside with all that 
marble and the different 
coloured-glass windows.

Anton (S) - Group D

Noise, fashion, people everywhere. My first thought: Milan! I was so overwhelmed by the massive city.

  Unknown

... voices everywhere. Traffic, 

shopping, fashion and happiness. 

Everything in only one city. One 

place with a lot of different 

people from different countries. 

One place with a lot of tourists. 

Tourists like us in Milan.

Felicia (S) - Group F



On the 23rd of September all 
the Erasmus guys with 
teachers went to Astino by 
bike. For me it was my first 
bike ride and it was real fun 
because while we were cycling 
across Bergamo we were 
singing “Bicycle race”, a song by 
Queen. 
Our day continued with smiles, 
laughters and little chats in the 
middle of a marvellous 
landscape, a medieval 
monastery, Astino.
That day was my first day in 
Bergamo with my fantastic 
friends of adventure.

Alessia (I) - Group G

                                                                                                                    

Bike Ride to Astino

Photos by Barbara (I)



23rd of September 

How could this experience 
end in the best way?                                             
On Friday, we went together 
by bicycle to Astino, it was 
really really fun to be so 
many, with people looking at 
us because we sang in chorus 
"I want to ride my bicycle, I 
want to ride my bike". 

In Astino we visited the 
Monastery and then after 
such a struggling pedaling, 
there was a nice reward: a 
rich buffet with our best 
dishes. That afternoon was 
really nice: being all together 
in a beautiful sunny day.

Daniela (I) - Group F



24th September

The last day of this fantastic 
experience!

The journey is going to finish but 
I’ll never forget it!

These last three weeks have been 
wonderful in every way! 

I’ve met loads of new fantastic 
people, we were almost like a big 
family!

Thank you to everyone for this 
experience. I hope to see you 
again!  

Oliver (I) - Group B



Last day 
together!!!

In the morning we met at school because the German and Swedish students had to take 
the train and the station is near the school, where we took a lot of photos all together as 
a souvenir. Then we accompanied them to the station. In the afternoon, the Spanish 
students had the flight back to Seville and so, some of us went with them to the airport 
to say good-bye. It was a fantastic and sad moment because all of us cried and it made us 
understand how much we were close to each other. 

Francesca (I) - Group E



24th September

Last day of our journey. 

Happiness to return home.

Sadness.

Hugs. 

Tears.

Feelings. 

Lessons, culture and new friends.

Tack,            

Danke,

Grazie,

Gracias.  Elena (E) - Group D 



Thanks to all the students and teachers from

- Aniara Gymnasiet (Gothenburg - S)

- Berufsliches Schulzentrum (Amberg - D)

- IES Bellavista (Seville - E)

- ITCT Vittorio Emanuele II (Bergamo - I)

contributing to this achievement.


